Abstract: The ability to fabricate chip-based optical structures that manipulate the propagation and confinement of light at the wavelength-scale has opened up exciting new technologies for quantum optics and metrology. In the first part of this talk, I will describe our efforts to develop quantum light sources based on single epitaxially-grown semiconductor quantum dots. High-confinement waveguides, gratings, and microcavities are used to control the quantum dot’s radiative properties and create high brightness single photon sources, which are post-processed through nonlinear wave mixing and amplitude modulation to control the wavelength and shape of the single photon wavepackets. Such techniques find application in interfacing disparate quantum systems and for sensitive light detection.

In the second part of the talk, I will describe new force and displacement sensors we are developing based on cavity optomechanics. Here, we take advantage of the long photon lifetimes and large field gradients produced in nanophotonic resonators to develop a near-field sensor for atomic force microscopy, demonstrating sub-femtometer/sqrt(Hz) sensitivity with GHz bandwidth and high dynamic range. I will describe progress towards implementation of sensors that are integrated with electrostatic actuators for controlling cantilever motion and on-chip waveguides for optical readout.
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